Expression of prostate-specific antigen and prostate-specific membrane antigen transcripts in blood cells: implications for the detection of hematogenous prostate cells and standardization.
Circulating prostate cells can be detected in cancer patients by using reverse transcriptase-PCR (RT-PCR) assay for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSM) mRNA. A quality-control study involving a conventional RT-PCR assay was performed and, surprisingly, detected both transcripts in many negative control cell lines and in normal blood samples. The existence of an illegitimate transcription of the PSA and PSM genes was evidenced by sequence analysis of several PSM and PSA-PCR products. Sequencing indeed demonstrated the presence of a PSA or PSM polymorphism in some but not all the cell lines and patient samples, as well as a heterozygous mutation (G to A; Asp to Asn) in the Jurkat cell line. Moreover, the amount of PSA transcript in MCF-7, a PSA-negative breast line, increased after incubation with cycloheximide. Interestingly, the frequency of positivity was as high as 12% in male samples if only tested once, but dropped to 3% upon multiple testing of the same cDNA. This highlights the stochastic effects in RT-PCR results at high sensitivity, hence the importance of repetitive testing in clinical samples. Decreasing the number of cycles avoided the amplification of illegitimate transcripts but also affected the limit of detection, as evidenced with PSA and PSM cDNA containing plasmids, mixing of LNCap with normal blood samples, and the PSA-PSM-negative K562 cell line. The current data raise the need for a multicentric standardization of the RT-PCR methodology used to amplify PSA and PSM transcripts.